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Every year the purchase of unsuitable books for disadvantaged children wastes
millions of dollars. The use of these unsuitable books results in extensive reading
failure. In order to overcome this waste of money and human resources, book
committees need to employ standards and methods of evaluation to identify books
appropriate for disadvantaged children. An example of this technique is developed
through an illustrative textbook evaluation based on interest appeal of the
illustrations. readability of the content, and usefulness of the glossary. These three
areas were chosen because they evaluate very different aspects of a book and are
especially important in teaching disadvantaged children to read. References are
listed. (BS)
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1

Today one of the great challenges to teachers and school officials

1 is to provide disadvantaged pupils with suitable reading materials* It:

4

is a well-known fact that many disadvantaged pupils are struggling

with texts they cannot read. They find the language unintelligible

rim(
because it is so unlike that which they speak.

(.7., The money wasted annually in purchasing unsuitable schoolbooks

Crt
runs into millions of dollars. MUt a much greater waste is that of

human resources0 loliany disadvantaged children unable to read their scheol-

books fhil and drop cut from school. Adults who have not learned to read
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are unable to infOrm themselves of their duties and rights as citizens;

they cannot attain employment in keeping with their native capaoities;

nor can tWgrkeep up with advancing knowledge.

Children's needs. To correct this situationv committees having

the responsibility of selecting textbooks must solve several Important

problems. The objective of all schoolbodk selection is to find out which

books satisfy the needs of the pupils. So the first problem of selection

is: What kinds of facts reveal test the type of reading materials

needed(

Research (3: 272 ff)* indicates that such facts as these are

helpful: (1) age o: the pupils; (2) level of maturityv both intelleo-

tual and emotional; (3) interests and motivation; (4) experiential

background; (5) culture from which the pupils come; (6) status in read-

ing; (7) oral language development; and (8) difficulties experienced

earlier in learning: to read. Without such knowledge of the purilsv there

is no valid basis for the examination and comparieon of books,

Standards of evaluation. A second problem is: What standards

should be used in evaluating school books? In other wordsv what quali-

ties or characteristics describe the merits and limitations of the books

in light of the students needs? Let us illustrate by referenceto

basic readers. Many disadvantaged pupils allow no interest Inv ar

motivation for, reading; so one important standard is'intereeting

and attractive illustrations that 'All entice the pupils to read,

Many disadvantaged pepils are seriously retarded in readins:aldlity;

*Numbers in parentheses refer to the references at the end ot

this paper.
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so another standard deserving much.emphasis is eaae of comprehension

or readability. If the pilpile are ready to begin diotionary work,

still another standard relates to the usefulness of the glossary in

the readers

pethode of evalUation. Wien all the essential standards have

been defined and agreed upon, the seletang bommittep faces the dif-

ficult problem of determining the methods to be used.in evaluating

.the sample bodks. Observation shows that current methods ei evalua-

tion vary from the briefest consideration of books to very elaborate

analysemo ftom questionable to sound practices, and from altogether

subjeotive to soientifie technique (5: .264l6). Unfottunately, few

of the methods in use are designed to.obtain objective data. As a

result, books that merely look promising are often selected. Then

the temoher Who must use a book unsuited to his pupils finds it dif-

noun to turn learning into an. exciting and successfal experience°

To illustrate the use of objecttve technique, let us assume that

a committee is responsible for choosing a basic reader. The members

have recognised that the value of a book depends on many qLalities

and that the.bcok may.be.superior in one respect :and yet so deficient

in others as to be of little value0 oo rather than attempting to apop

praisd each reader as a whole, the committee members, have set up

definite standards of evaluation° Among these are the three men-

tioned earlierinterest appeal of the illustrations, readability of

the content and usefulness of the glossary. I chose these three be-

cause they deal with quite different aspects of a book° Bat it

should not be inferred that facts about these few items would consti-

tute a sufficiently compreheneive examination.
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Illustrations. What objecttve methods can be applied to all the

books alike to obtain reliable feats as to their relative merits?

Lat us.consider.this questions firsts as it concerns Interest appeal

of illustrations.

Researdh (4) has shoWn the kinds of illustrations children like

best. This Should enable those who select books to increase the

validity of their judgments. We know these facts concerning illustra-

tions:

1. Illustrations may exert a negative as mill as a positive

appea/.

2. The larger the total number of illustratione in the

books the higher the interest value. This holds true

up to an undefined point of saturations at which a text-

book becomes a mere picture book.

3. The larger the average size of the illustrations the

higher the interest valuee other things being equal.

4. An illustration in several colors has greater merit than

one that is black-and-white. The artificial use of a

single color other than black is less appealing than the

realistic use of several colors.

5. An illustration with a center of interest that drawri

the eye to. a particular point offers greater appeal to

ohildren.than a picture with no recognizable center of

interest or one subordinated by too many details.

6. The more action and the more interesting the aotions the

more appealing is the illustration.

7. The subject matter of'the illustration has a marked ef-

fect upon its interest to children. Eventful topics
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depicted in the illustration have greater merit than still-

life topics.

By applying thiee standards to all or an adequate sampling of

the pictdresp each book under consideration can be given a rank as

to tile interest appeal of its illusirative Material. Without such

definite aPiraisal of the illustrations, the purehasers of books may

unknowinglY choose book !hich handicaps *veil the best teachers in

developing interest in readipg by visual. kestad

Reisman (3: 326-332) has stressed that disaCvantsged pupils

learn best through concrete, active approaches such as relereplayipg

and dramatic repres6ntation. A rokter with illustrations rankin8

high according to the foregoing standards can:be a distinct aid in

suggesting the action and conversation in role-playing.

44 disadvantaged ohildren elm need illustrations depicting

oharaCters vith whom they can identify. In other words, the oele

bars must be'broteng The pictures ehould show nonwhite people in

as favorable a light ae white people,. So each illustration or a

sampling should be inspected to see the extent and character of the

integration, and tabulations of the resulte should le made. Per ex..

ample, is there any built-in diserimination sull as depicting Negroes

as bystanders, naming white characters only putting the stories.of

Xeipoes at the back of the book, presenting:Negroes in menial posi-

tionsp and not depicting the professional Negro and others of high

status?

Fase of comprehension.:, The second etendard is readability. Un-

fortunately many children have to struggle to understand what they
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read in their textbooks9 mot because they laok the basic reading

skills but pimply becauSe the language is too difficult, Add to this

for children of minority ethnic groups retardation in the use of

standard English and it is obvious that they face impossible reading

tasks. As they srogress through schoolg they fall farther and rar,

their behind, Vet only do they average one or two years overage for

their gradeo but they are also retarded in reading an additional one

or two years, When such pupils are given the typical textbook for the

gradeg is it any womaer that frustration sets in?

This situation can be overcome only if book selection committees

predict reading difficulty as objectively and aecurately.as possible

and consider the implications of the findings for the particular

childrena

During the past forty ysarso various investigators have been ex-

perimenting with the development of statistical formulas to measure

roading difficulty. Beginning with the Winnetka formulap devised by

Vogel and Washburne.3 'at least six such formulas have been construoted.

The use of the typical formula involves the systematic sampling of

running words and analybis of the data to discover frequenty9 com-

plexity and sentence length, Publishers have used the formulas 17.1

adjusting the difficulty of schoolbook manuscripts9 and school offi-

cials have used them occasionally0 but only to estimate the reading

difficulty of new books.

It is now known that the statistical formulas may be mro mis-

leading than helpful, When several different formulas are applied to

the same bookg the ratings secured may vary a grade or more. Recently
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Bomutb (1: 82) reported that the validity correlations of the for-

mules range from .5 to only 67 So after usiw a formulas a

tIn may think that a text scores high in readability -when it

does not.,

CiErEedt,a.

actually

At least two important advances have ben mad4j. recen4y in the

.devractraeritt of yzecise ree,dability f1a Firrt Borauth (I) limo

elvived a larga number of entirely mew linguistic vaviables whith

have a high corzelation (434) witb passage diffimAty. Sacond .1/6

has shown that readability !-.1=ulas can pmaot difficultie as well

-

fox, pupils at one grade level as for those at the other levels° Than-

while we carnot :recommend readability foTmulas st pwesentv dmbtless

ir the future they will be gmatly improvedo.

Alms by nading in the area of readability's a committee member

onn become much more sensitive to tho difficulties of wordss clauses

and sentences.

Until valid formulas are availables book selection committees

may test the difficulty of the book-in the handt of-the pupil rathe_v

than depend on mere contlonsus of 'opinion. Howevars'there is med, fOr

omtroited. precedureS. A valid trial is dependent upon observance of

the minciples of experimental technique° As far as Vossibles fac-

tors othev than rs' din4; difficulty shaald be controlled so that they

will not affect the reuults. For examples identical procedure should

be followed in Taking compsmative trials of different titles. The .

number of pupils particip*Aing should be inr.ga enough to insure sta-

tistical reliability of the data, The directions for the test should

be'clearly defined°
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One type of toot that can be objectified is that of using a

sampling of paseages from each book as otal-reading tests. .This

technique reveals the mechanical diffiaulties of the language used.

It involves giving a standardized oral-reading test to the pupilsy

systematically sampling passages from the different booksy using

them as oral-reading tests, and comparing the children's scores in

aceuracy on the tests with those on the unstandardleed passages.

In sudb a test ten Detroit teacher'e cooperated in appraising six

fourth-grade readers. Participants were an equal number. of boys and

girls who made average fourth-grade scores on the Gray Oral Check

Tests. Permission was obtained from the pUblishers to use mimeo-

graphed copies of the eample passages in orderto rule out the iflus,

ence.of such factors as illustrations and differences' in type fem.

The results obteined were surprising!) Of the six readersy only

one approximated fourth-grade reading level. EVen in that reader,

certain stories were much harder than others. The five other readers

varied widely in difficulty ai shown by the number of errors made in

reading t.hem.

Similarly, a sufficient sampling of'pessages might be used as

silent-reading tests and the clew technique used to test comprehen-!

sion. According to Pormuth (1: 82-83) a "close test is made over a

passage by replacing every fifth word with an underlined blank of a

standard length. Subjects are told to write in the words they think

were deleted and responses are scored cermet when they exactly match

the words deleted." Scoring synonyms has not been found to increase

the validity of the scores,
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Rafner's discussion of readability problems (2) includes ideas

that can be used as standards in inspecting books page by page. Eta.

amples of the standards.are Short sentences, few long words, use of

nouns and verbs as.opposed to adjectives and adverbs, and style that

is concrete rather than abstract.

Glossaries; Let us turn now to a third important standard, the

usefeness of glossaiLei in children's basic resders. Recently there

has been a trend toward earlier teaching of the use of the dictionary.

Preparatory glossaries have,been appearing in readers as low ae the

third grade and picture dictionaries even earlier,

A gloseary in a third reader can be a very useful aid in develop-

ing dictionary readiness. It oan afford practice in noting alphabeti-

cal position and sequence and 'in obtaiminig the meanings of new words.

Inspection of the glossaries in four third-grade readers shows

that they include: pronunciation keys similar to those in beginning

dictiOnaries; illustrations, either colored or black0and.4hite; de-

scriptions below the illustrations, consisting of a word, a phrase,

a sentence, or a paragraph; definitions that.give one or more than

one meaning of the word; and sometimes sentences to dhow how the

word is used.

. But a book selectimg committee must probe deeper to discover the

real value of a glossary for disadvantaged pupils. Will the pupil be

able to read and understand the definliklfis given. lb the definitions

show vocabulary control? If vocabulary control is desirable in a

reader, it is especially desirable since by definition a glossary

is intended to clarify word meanings.
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Alittle detective work can indicate the readability of a primary-

grade glossary. All the examiner has to do ls to take a sampling

of the entgy words, locate the page an which each word is introduced

in the reader, and check to see whether all the words used in defining

it were previously introduced in the readers.

The four glossaries that I examined.showed no vocabulary control.

Definitions of the entries not only included words that had not been

taught but also used words that seemed harder to undersiand than

the word being defined. For example, the word language was defined as

human speech, business as a commercial enterprise and diesel as an

engine that birns oil with heat caused by the compression or a con-

densing of air. The introductions to the pronunciation keys also

ladked vocabulary control. A pupil could use the key successfully

only if he had mastered many °kills. Obviously in the boas examined

the portion devoted to the glossary is wasted when put in the hands of

disadvantaged third-graders.

In conclusion, this paper has stressed three main points: that

every yemr the purchase of uneuitable books, for disadvantaged children

wastes millions of dollars; (2) that the selection results in extenw

stve reading failure; (3) that to overcome such waste of money and

human resources book committees need to employ standards and methods

of evaluation whidh will obtain facts about books and thereby aid in

identifying appropriate boOks for disadvantaged children. Any sacri-

fice of time, effort and expense is justified to this end. Ibr

disadvantaged children will respond to instruction only when they are

given superior schoolbooks -- superior in the sense of being far, fhr

better adapted to their needs.
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